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PROTOCOL 
TO AGREEMENT ON THE RESTORATION OF PEACE 
AND RECONCILIATION I N LAOS 
I N CRDER TO IMPLEi^ENT THE AGREEi'dENT ON THE RESTORATION 
OF PEACE AND RECONCILIATION WHICH BOTH SIDES AGREED UPON 
AND SIGNED ON 21 FEBRUARY 1973, THE VIENTIANE GOVERNMENT 
SIDE AND THE PAIRIOTIC FORCES SIDE UNANIMOUSLY AGREED TO A 
PROTOCOL CONTAINING DETAIIED PROCEDURES AS FOLLOWS: 
PART ONE 
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL ONION 
ARTICLE I 
A. TO CARRY OUT THE PROVISIONS OF ARTICLES 6 AND 7 OF 
THE AGREEMNT, A PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION 
MUST BE FORMED CONSISTING OF THE FOLLOWING: ONE PRIME 
MINISTER WHO IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE NUMBER OF THE TWO 
EQUAL SIDES; TWO DEPUTY PRIME MINISTERS, ONE FROM THE 
FUTRIOTIC FORCES SIDE HOLDING ONE PORTFOLIO AND ONE FROM 
THE VIENTIANE GOVERNMENT SIDE HOLDING ONE PORTFOLIO; 
MINISTERS AND SECRETARIES OF STATE TOTALING 25 PERSONS AND 
12 MINISTRIES ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING: 
— MINISTRY OF DEFENSE AND WAR VETERANS 
~ MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRE 
— MINISTRY OF FINANCE 
— MINISTRY OF n'JTERIOR AND SOCIAL WEFARE 
— MINISTRY OF ECONOMY AND PLANING 
— MINISTRY OF INFORMATION, PROPAGANDA AND TOURISM 
~ MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, FINE ARTS, SPORTS AND YOUTH 
— MINISTRY OF JUSTICE 
— MINISTRY OF RELIGION 
— MINISTRY OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
~ MINISTRY OF PUBLIC WORKS AND TRANSPORTATION 
— MINISTRY OF POST AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
(2) 
B. EACH MIHISTRY SHOULB HAVE ONE MINISTER AND ONE 
SECHETARY OF STATE WHO ARE TOGETHER RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR 
MINISTRY. 
C. CONCERNING THE SUPPORTING ORGANIZATION, THE 
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION WILL ESTABLISH 
I T SO THAT EMPLOYEES ARE INTEGRATED APPROPRIATELY FCE THE 
NEW DUTIES AND I N THE SPIRIT OF THE AGREEi^NT SIGNED BY 
BOTH SIDES. IN THE SPIRIT OF NATIONAL CONCORD, MINISTERS 
AND SECRETARIES OF STATE ARE RESPONSIBLE TO THE PROVISIONAL 
GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION FOR RESHUFFLING EMPLOYEES IN 
THEIR RESPECTIVE MINISTRIES TO MEET THEIR NEEDS, EMPLOYEES 
OF BOTH SIDES MUST BE INTEGRATED AND PLACED ACCORDING TO 
THEIR COMPETENCE BASED ON MODALITIES AGREED BY BOTH SIDES. 
ARICLE I I 
A . MEMBERS OF THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNIffiNT OF NATIONAL 
UNION CONSIST OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE VIENTIANE GOVERN- ( 3 ) 
MENT SIDE AND FROM THE PATRIOTIC FORCES SIDE, AND OF QUALI-
fflBD PERSONS WHO ARE FOR PEACE, INDEPENDENCE, NEUTRALITY 
AND DEMOCRACY AND WHO DO NOT BELONG TO EITHER OF THE FORE-
GOING SIDES, AS AGREED UPON BY THE TWO SIDES, THE MANNER 
OF DIVISION IS AS FOLLOWS: 
VIENTIANE GOVERNMENT SIDE 
ONE DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER AND FOUR ( 4 ) iCNISTERS WHO 
ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR FIVE MINISTHIES, NAffiLY: EDUCATION, 
FINE ARTS, SPCETS AND YOUTH: DEFENSE AND WAR VETERANS: 
INTERIOR AND SOCIAL WELFARE: FINANCE: AND PUBLIC HEALTH, 
PLUS SIX ( 6 ) SECRETARIES OF STATE, FIVE OF WHOM WILL BE 
INTEGRATED INTO MINISTRIES HEADED BY REPRESENTATIVES OF 
THE PATRIOTIC FORCES SIDE AND ONE IN A MINISTRY HEADED BY 
A -QUALIFIED PERSON- AS MINISTER. 
PATRIOTIC FORCES SIDE 
ONE DEPUTY PRIl^ dE MINISTER AND FOUR ( 4 ) MINISTERS WHO 
ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR FIVE MINISTRIES, NAMELY: FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 
PUBLIC WORKS AND IRANSPORTATION: ECONOMY AND PLANNING: INFORMA-
TION, PROPAGANDA M D TOURISM: AND RELIGION, PLUS SIX ( 6 ) 
SECRETARIES OF STATE, FIVE OF WHOM WILL BE INTEGRATED INTO 
MINISTRIES HEADED BY REPRESENTATIVES OF THE VIENTIANE GOVERN-
MENT SIDE AND ONE IN A MINISTRY HEADED BY A -QUALIFIED 
PERSON- AS MNISTER. 
QUALIFIED PERSONS WHO ARE FOR ffiACE, INDEPENDEDCE, 
NEUTRALITY AND EMOCRACY 
TWO MNISTERS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MINISTRIES OF POST 
AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND OF JUSTICE. 
B. THE DISTRIBUTION OF PORTFOLIOS AND LIST OF NAMES OF 
MEMBERS OF THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION 
WILL BEON A SEPARATE LIST. 
ARTICLE. I l l 
WITH REFERENCE TO PROVISIONS OF ARTICLES 7 AND 3 
OF THE AGREEMENT, THE POLITICAL POLICY OF THE PROVISIONAL 
GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION WILL BE BASED ON THE 1962 
GENEVA ACCORDS AND ON THE SUBGESTIONS OF THE JOINT NATIONAL 
POLITICAL COUNCIL — WITH A VIEW TO HAVING A LONG LASTING 
PEACE, OBSERVING THE RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS OF THE PEOPLE, 
CARRYING OUT A FOREIGN POLICY BASED ON INDEPENDENCE AND 
NEUTRALITY, WORKING TOWARD NATIONAL RECONCILIATION AND UNITY, 
AND TO BUILDING UOS INTO A PEACEFUL, INDEPENDENT, NEUTRAL, 
DEMOCRATIC, UNIFIED AND PROSPEROUS COUNTRY. 
ARTICLE IV 
A. THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNi^NT OF NATIONAL UNION WORKS 
ACCORDING TO THE PRINCIPLE OF UNANIi^TY BETWEEN THE TWO 
SIDES IN ALL Ix^ORTANT NATIONAL MTTERS. ALL MAJOR ISSUES 
INVOLVING INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL POLICIES OF THE PROVISIONAL 
(4) 
(5) 
GOVERNl^ lENT OF NATIONAL UNION BE FIRST DISCUSSED AND 
UNANIMOUSLY AGREED UPON AT THE CABINET MEETINB. 
MOVEMENTS OF MINISTERS AND SECRETARIES OF STATE OF 
THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION MUST STEI-l FROM 
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMEMT OF NATIONAL UNION POLITICAL PROGRAi^ 
AND DECISIONS OF THE CABINET. 
B. BECAUSE OF THE MIXED NATURE OF THE PROVISIONAL 
GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION, IT IS NECESSARY TO REACH A 
MUTUAL AGREEMENT BETWHEN THE PRIME MINISTER AND DEPUTY PRIME 
MINISTER OE BETWEEN iCENISTERS AND SECRETARIES OF STATE IN 
EVERY MINISTRY I N THE IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICIES OR PLANNING 
OF POLICIES OF THE GOVERNMENT. 
C. WHICHEVER ISDE IS IN CHARGE OF A fflNISTRY SHOULD 
BEAR TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR I T . I F THE POSITION OF A 
MEMBER OF THE GOVERNMENT FROM EITHER SIDE IS VACANT FOR 
WHATEVER REASON, THAT SIDE SHOULD APPOINT SOMEONE FROM THAT 
SIDE OF THE GOVERNMENT TO SUBSTITUTE FOR HIM. SHOULD ANY 
VACANCY OCCUR IN EITHER SIDE FOR ANY REASON, RESPUCE1«NT 
CAN BE MADE BY THE CONCERNED SIDE. I N CASE OF A "QUALIFIED 
PERSON" MUTUAL APPOINTMENT OF MEHBER-^OF'THB GOVEBNIJENT TO 
TAKE HIS PLACE WILL BE MADE BY BOTH SIDES. THESE REPUCE-
MENTS MUST RECEIVE THE APPROVAL OP THE CABINET. 
PART TWO 
POINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL ( 6 ) 
AimCA.L V 
ABCORDING TO PROVISIONS OF ARTICLES 6 AND 8 OF THE 
AGREEMENT, THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL 
COUNCIL AND ITS SUPPORTING STAFF WILL BE DONE I N THE FOLLOW-
ING MNNER: 
A. THE JOINT.NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL WILL COUNSIST 
OF THE CHAIRMEN, TWO VICE-CHAIRMEN, A STANDING COl^TTEE, 
AND REGULAR MEMBERS—FOR A TOTAL OF 42 PEOPLE, MDE UP OF 
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE TWO SIDES PLUS QUALIFIED PERSONS WHO 
SUPPORT PEACE, INDEPENDENCE, NEUTRALITY AND DEMOCRACY AGREED 
TO BY BOTH SIDES. THESE ARE: 
—VIENTIANE GOVERNMENT SIDE - 16 PEOPLE 
—PATRIOTIC FORCES SIDE - 16 PEOPLE 
—QUALIFIED PERSONS 
ABREED 10 BY BOTH SIDES - 18 PEOPLE 
B. BETWEEN THE i ^ T I N G S OF THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL 
COUNCIL, THE STANDING COM -^IETTEE WILL BE IN CHARGE OF ROUTINE 
WORK. THE STANDING COMMITTEE WILL BE COMPOSED OF 14 PEOPLE, 
WITH AN EQUAL NUMBER OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM EACH SIDE. IT 
INCLUDES: A CHAIRMAN WHO BELONGS TO THE PATRIOTIC FORCES 
SIDE: TWO VICE-CHAIRMEN—OF THESE, ONE VICE-CHAIRMAN FROM 
THE PATRIOTIC FORCES IS AT THE SAlffi Tli^ffl THE SECRETARY 
GENERAL, ONE VICE-CHAIRMAN IS FROM THE VIENTIANE GOVERN-
i'lENT SISE: AND THE STANDING COi^TTEE OF THE JOINT NATIONAL 
POLITICAL COUNCIL HAS 7 IffiMBERS: 3 FROM THE PATRIOTIC 
FORCES SIDE AND 4 FROM THE VIENTIANE GOVERNMENT SIDE ( ? ) 
6 . THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL HAS SIX 
COMMITTEES: 
— COMMITTEE OF THE SECRETARIAT, ASSISTING 
THE CHAIRMAN IN DIRECTING THE ACTIVITIES OF THE 
COUNCIL AND FACILITATING THE JOINT 
NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL MEMBERS I N THEIR 
lESEARCH, GAIHEBING OF INFORMATION, PUNNING 
THEIR PROGRAi^, AND COORDINATING THE ktfORK 
OF ALL THE COi-MITTEES. 
— COMMITTEE OF POLITICS, UW AND GENERAL 
ELECTIONS. 
— COMMITTEE OF PEACE AND DEFENSE. 
— C014MITTEE OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND FORIGN 
ASSISTANCE. 
—C0Mi4ITTEE OF ECONOMY AND FINANCE. 
—COM^HTTEE OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE. 
I N ADDITION, THE JOINT NATIOML POLITICAL COUNCIL 
HAS AN OFFICE FOR THE ADMNISTRATIVE STAFF. WITH THE 
EXCEPTION OF THE CHAIRMAN, OTHER i^IffiERS OF THE JOINT 
NATIONAL POLITICAl. COUNCIL SHOULD BE SEPARATED INTO THE 
VARIOUS COiWTTEES. 
D. THE NAMES OF THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL 
MEMBERS WILL BE ON A SEPARATE L IST . 
(S) 
ARTICLE V I 
PSIBCIFiES AND WORK PROCEDUliES OF THE JOINT NATIONAL 
POLITIONAL COUNCIL: 
A . THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CHAIRMAN, VICE-CHAIRMEN, 
SECRETARY GENERAL, AND MEMBERS OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE, AS 
WELL AS REGULATIONS FOR THE ACTIVITIES OF JOINT NATIONAL 
POLITICAL COUNCIL 14EMBERS, STANDING COIMETTEE i^ EMBERS, REGULAR 
C0MI4UTTEE MEHBER AND JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF WILL BE OUTLINED BY THE STANDING 
COMITTEE AND THEN SUBfflTTED TO THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL 
CemJCIL FOR APPROVAL. 
B. THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL CARRIES OUT 
ITS WORK ON THE BASIS OF EQUALITY AND DISCUSSION UNTIL 
MUTUAL AGREEl^ lENT IS REACHED. IN THE ABSENCE OF TOTAL UN-
ANIfflTY, DECISIONS WILL BE MDE BY AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
VIENTIANE GOVERNi^ ENT SIDE AND THE PATRIOTIC FORGES SIDE. 
THE STANDING COMMITTEE WILL FUNCTION OH THE BASTS OF 
UNANIiff lf . BETWEEN THE TWO SIDES. 
C. THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL MEETS EVERY 
SIX ( 6 ) MONTHS. MEETINGS SHOULD NOT U S T MORE THAN ONE 
MONTH. IN THE EVENT THAT AN EXTRAORDINARY SESSION IS 
NEEDED, THE STANDING COi#lITTEE WILL DECIDE AND SED .UP THE 
MEETING. 
D. l^MBERS OF THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL 
(9) 
HAVE THE DUTY TO PAY VISITS TO THE POPUUTION THROUGHOUT 
THE COUNTRY IN ORDER TO LEARN THEIR DESIRES AND OPINIONS 
AND SUBMIT THEM TO THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL. 
E . I N CASE A MEMBER OF A C0i4MITTEE OF THE JOtNT 
NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL IS TEMPORARILY ABSENT OR UNABLE 
TO ATTEND A MEETING, THE SIDE CONCERNED SHOULD APPOINT ITS 
OWN SUBSTITUTE. I F ANY VACANCY OCCURS IN EITHER SIDE FOR 
ANY REASON, THAT SIDE SHOULD APPOINT ITS OWN REPUCEMENT. 
REPLACEMENT OF "QUALIFIED PERSONS" WILL BE ON BASIS OF 
MUTUAL AGREEMENT OF TWO SIDES. 
ARTICLE V I I 
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE JOINT NATIONAL TOLITICAL COUNCIL 
AND THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNI«IT OF NATIONAL UNION: 
A. BOTH THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL AND 
THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION ARE 
ESTABLISHED ACCORDING TO THE AGREEi^NT OF THE VIENTIANE 
GOVERNMENT SIDE AND THE PATRIOTIC FORCES SIDE, AND BY ROYAL 
DECREE OF HIS MAJESTY THE KING, AS SPECIFIED IN ARTICLES 
7 AND 8 OF THE AGREEMENT ON THE RESTORATION OF PEACE AND 
NATIONAL RECONCILIATION. THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL 
COUNCIL AND THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION 
ARE TWO INDEPENDENT AND EQUAL ORGANIZATIONS WHICH CLOSELY 
AND REGULARLY COOPERATE IN THE ADl4INISTRATI0N OF THE COUNTRY 
WITH THE SUPPORT OF HIS MAJESTY THE KING. 
(10) 
THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL AND THE 
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT CF RATIOIttL UNION MJST KEEP EACH 
OTHER REGUURLT INFORMED CF THE STATUS OF THEIR WORK AND 
ASSIST CUE ANOTHER IN THE SOLUTION OF NATIBAL PROBIEMS. 
B. IN CONFORMin WITH ARTICI£ 8 CF THE AGREEMENT, 
THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITIGAL COUNCIL HAS THE DUTI TO 
DELIffiRATE AND FURNISH OPINICNS TO THE PROVISIONAL GOVERN-
MENT OF NATIONAL UNICN ON MAJOR QOESTIONS OF DOMESTIC AND 
FOiEIGN AFFAIRS OF THE NATION AND TO EHCOURACS AND ASSIST 
BHE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION AND THE TWO 
SIDES IN IMPLEMEOTING THE AGREEMENT IN ORDER SUGCESSFULLT 
TO ACHIEVE NATIONAL RECONCILIATICM, EXAMINE AND AGREE CN, 
OR SUGGEST AMENDMENTS TO, U W S AND EIECTION PROCEDURES, 
AND COLUBORATE WITH THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNIENT CF NATIONAL 
UNICN IN ARRANGING THE ELBCTICNS TO EIECT A NATIONAL 
ASSEMBLY AND TO ESTABLISH A RBOUUR NATIONAL GOVERNMENT AS 
SOON AS POSSIBLE, 
THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION TAKES 
THE JOINT NATIONAL PLITICAL COUNCIL'S SUGGESTIONS INTO 
CONSIDERATION AND SCRUPULOUSLT IMPIEMENTS THEM. IN CASE 
OF DISAGREEMENT, THE PROVISICWAL GOVERNMENT OF lATIONAL 
UNION MUST PROVIIE CI£AR AND ADEQUATE EJCPIANATIONS TO THE 
JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL. 
C. NATIONAL QUESTIONS PERTAINING TO DOMESTIC AND 
FORREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE NATICW WILL BE MUTUALLY AGREED 
BETWEEN THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL OR ITS STANDING 
(11) 
COmTTjiE AND THE PRGVIEIONAL Q O V m m m OF NATICIJAL UiaOK. 
I F MECESSAKI, A MEETING MAY EE FiEID RCTiiEEK TriS STANDII^G 
CCMMIT1E3 OF THE FiiCVISlLKAL GGyE;Rl>!>ENT OF NATIONAL UiaOK 
AND THE JGH'T' NATIOML POLITICAL COUNCIL, 
D. THE JOINT MTIOIIAL POLITICAL COUNCIL KA£ ITS OV/N 
BUDGET FOR VARIOUS EXFEI:DITU?I£C ^JEICK l b AILOTTED FY THE 
PROVISIONAL GOVSRKICNT OF NATIONAL UNION IN ITS AIlKliAL 
BUDGi^ T AND DISBURSED BY T?E NATIONAL IIEASUHZ. 
ARTieiE V I I I 
J^SMBERS OF TNE JOETT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL AiiE 
ENTITIED TO THE SAI-E PRIVIIEGES ACCORDED TO DEPUTIES OF THE 
NAIiONAL ASSEiCIY. 
PART THREE 
II-PIEIENTATICN OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOx-iS OF THE PECPIE 
ARTIClii I X 
TO H'PIEl-ENT ARTICLE 1 (D) OF TI i ; AGREEiENT, CONCEIilJ-
JliG RIGHTS AND FREEDOiiS OF THE PEOPIE, BOTH SIDES PIEDGE: 
A. TO CONFIDE TO THE PIiOVISIONAL GOVERICI-ENT OF 
NATiaiAL UNION FULL AUTHORITY TO ABOLISH OR ADJUST ALL LA./S, 
REGULATIONS AND CRGANIZATIUJS PROHIBITB^G THE RIGHTS AND 
FFtEEDOi-ii OF THE PEOPLE, AS STIPULATED IN ARTICIE 1 (D) OF 
TKii AGPu:2il-£NT. 
(12) 
B. TO CONFIDE THE JOINT NATIdAL POLITICAL COUNCIL 
AND THE PROVISICNAL GOVERNIBNT CF HATIONAL UNION RESPCNSIBILITr 
FOR EXAMINING, REVISING AND AMENDING THE U W OF 1957» FEE-
TAINING TO CIVIL RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS, TO ADAPI IT TO THE 
PRESENT CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE COUMTRI, 
AFTER THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL AND THE 
PROVISIONAL GOVERNI£NT CF NATICNAL UNION HAVE MAEE AMEND-
MENIS TO THE LAW AND FOLLOONG ITS PROCUMIITION HI HIS 
MAJESTY THE KING, THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OP NATIONAL 
UNION HAS THE DUTY TO ANNOUNCE IT IMMEDIATEIY SO THAT THE 
ENTIRE POPULATION WILL EE AWARE CP ITS EXISTENCE AND TO-
GETHER CARRY rr OUT. 
THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMEOT CF NATIONAL UNION AND THE 
JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL MUST HOLD GENERAL EIECTIONS 
IN A DEMOCRATIC MANNER IN ORDER TO IMPROVE AND STRENGIHEN 
ALL GOVERNMENTAL ACSNCIES AND MAKE NECESSARY PREPARARATIONS 
SO THAY EIECTIONS CAN BE HELD IN A TRULT FREE AND DEMO-
ORTIC FASHION TO EIECT A NATIONAL ASSEMBLY TO IM>I£MENT 
NATIONAL RECONCILIATION AND TO UNIFY THE BODNTRY. 
C, UNDER PRESEOT CIRCUMSTANCES, THE ENTIRE PCFUU-
TION MUST BE ENCOURAGED AND GUABANTEED TO EXPRESS FREELY 
THEIR OPINIONS IN NATIONAL POLITICAL AFFAIRS RELATING 10 
PEACE, INDEPENDENCE, NEUTRALITY, DEMDRACY, NATIONAL 
RECONCILIATION OF THE KINGDOM, AND THE RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS 
OF THE PEOPJE, AS STIPUUTED IN ARTICIE 1 (D) OF THE 
AOiEEMENT. EQUAL RIGHTS BETWEEN VARICOS ETHNIC GROUPS 
(13) 
AND BETWEEN )£N AND WOMEN IfJST EE PROMCTED AND GUARANTEED. 
THE PROVISIONAL G0VERN1£NT OP NATIONAL UNION AND THE 
JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL ItJST HAVE CIEAR PROCEDURES 
TO HEIP THOSE PECPIE WHO HAD TO FIEE DURING THE WAR TO 
REMAIN OR TO RETURN TO THEIR PL/LCES OF ORIGIN, ACCORDING 
TO THEIR WISHES, SO THAT THEY CAN EARN THEIR LIVING AND 
B R i m THEIR STANDARD Cf> LIVING BACK TO NORMAL IN THE NEAR 
FUTURE, 
D. IT IS FORBIDDEN TO ALL PERSONS, ORGANIZATIONS, 
TROCPS, POLICE, AND GOVERNICMT AGENCIES REGARDLESS OF 
NATURE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THEIR AUTHORITI TO BINDER THE 
PCFUUTION IN EXERCISING ITS BEMOCRATIC RIGHTS IN TERMS 
OF EXPRESSING OPINICNS IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS. IT IS SIRICTLI 
BROHIBHED TO ENDANCESR THE LIVES, PROPERTY, AND DEMOCRATIC 
RIGHTS OF THE PEOPIE. ANY ACT BY EITHER A PERSON OR AN 
ORGANIZATION THAT VIUTE8 THE DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS CP THE 
PEOPIE WILL BE SEVERLY PUNISHED. 
PART FOUR 
NEUTRALIZATION OF LUANG PRABANG AND VIENTIANE 
ARTICI£ X 
TO IMPLEMENT ARTICIE 9 OF THE AGREEMENT, GUARANTEE. 
ING THE SECURITY AND FACILITATING ALL MOVEMEMTS OF THE 
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF NATICKAL UNION AND THE JOINT 
NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL, AS WEIL AS OFFICIALS AND 
(14) 
STAFF IfiMBERS OF BOTH SIDES, AND TO CREATE FAVORABIE 
CCMDITIONS FOR THE IMPIEMENTATION OF THE AGREEMENT THE 
PRESERVATION OF DURABIE PEACE AND NATIONAL RECONCILIATION, 
THE NEDTRALIZATICN OP THE CITIES OF LUANG PRABANG AND 
VIENTIANE WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING 
PROCEDURES: PEOPIE FROM BOTH SIDES WHO ARE IN THE TWO 
CITIES MUST HAVE GUARANTEES PRCfTECTION FROM ANY DANCER: 
BOTH SIDES ARE aOINTLT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION 
AND SECURITT CF THE TWO CITIES, SO THAI THE ADMINISTRATIYE 
AUTHORITIES ARE TRULT NEUTRAL, AND THE TWO CITIES RECEIVE 
PROTECTION FROM THE FORCES OF BOTH SIDES. 
A. THE ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES OF LUANG PRABANG 
AND VIENTIANE MUST CORRECTLI, INTEGRALLI AND SCRUPULOUSLY 
I.>f>LEl£NT THE AGREEMENT CN THE RESTORATION OF PEACE AND 
NATIONAL RECONCILIATION AND PROCEDURES TO MAKE THE TSO 
CITIES NEUTRAL, AND VIGOROUSLY A P P U FULL DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS 
F ® THE PEOPIE; USE EVERT, IMEANS TO PREVENT THE VIOLATION 
CF THE DEMOCRATIC RlCSffS OF THE PEOPIE, TO DISMANTIE EVERY 
INTELLIGE^ICE AGENCY AND EXPEL IMMEDIATEIY FROM THE TWO 
CITIES SPIES ETH COLUMN) OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES WHO CCKSTITUTE 
OBSTACIES TO THE LAW AND ORDER AND PEACE OF THE TWO 
CITIES, AS WELL AS FOR THE ACTIVITIES OF MEMBERS CF 
THE PROVISICMAL GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION AND THE 
JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL. THE PREFECTS AND 
DEPUTY PREFECTS OF LUANG PRABANG AND VIEKTIANE AND THE 
CHAO HUONGS AND EEPUTY CHAO MUONGS OF THESE TWO CITIES 
SHOULD BE FECPIE WHO FAVOR PEACE, INDEPENDENCE, 
(15) 
NEUTRAUTY, AND DEMOCRACY, WHO ABE AGREED UPON BY THE 
JOINT CENTRAL COMMUTEB TO IMPIEMENT THE AGREEMENT (JCU) 
B, IN THE TWO CITIES, THE TWO SIDES WILL ESTABLISH 
A JOINT POIICE FORCE, COMPOSED BY THE TWO PARTIES CF 
FORCES IN EQPAL NUMEER: IN VIENTIANE, THERE WILL BE 1,000 
POLICEMEN FROM EACH SIDE, AND IN LDANG PRABANG, 500 FROM 
EACH SIEE. 
THE JOINT POLICE FORCE WILL CARRY OUT THE FOLLOWING 
DUTIES: 
—PROVIEE PROPECTICN FOR THE MEMBERS OF THE 
PROVISIONAL GOVERMHSNT CF NATIONAL UNIO.' 
AND THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUBCIL 
IN THEIR MOVEMENTS AND THE CARRYING OUT CF 
THEIR WORK, AND FOR MEETINGS AND VARIOUS 
CEREIOIES ATTENDED BY THE lOMBERS OF THE 
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION 
AND THE JOINT N A T O U L POLITICAL COUNCIL, 
— PATROLLING, INSPECTING, GUARDING, AND PER. 
FORMING OTHER ACTIVITIES IN ORDER TO 
GUARANTEE PEACE AND SECURITY IN THE TWO 
CITIES, AND IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE THE 
DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS CF THE PEOPIE, 
INSPECTING AND SUPERVISING THE ENTRY AND EXIT 
TO AND FROM THE CITY flF ALIENS, PROTECTING 
THE AIRPORTS, DEPOTS AND PROPERTIES 
OF THE NATION AND OF THE PEOPIE. 
(16) 
— FOLLOWING UP, INTERROGATING, INVESTIGAITING 
CASES INVOLVING- THICKS AND ACTS OF SABOTAGE 
OR OF OVERTHROWING THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT 
OF NATIONAL UNION AND THE JOINT NATIONAL 
POLITICAL COUNCIL, AND OTHER CASES ENDANGER-
ING LIVES OF LEADING MEiMBERS AND STAFF OF THE 
TWO SIDES, AND ALL CASES OF SCHEMES AND ACTIONS 
WHICH VIOLATE THE DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS OF THE 
PEOPLE IN THE TWO CITIES. 
C. IN THESE TWO CITIES, EACH SIDE SH4LL ESTABLISH 
ITS OWN MILITARY FORCES OF EQUAL NUMBER AND ARMAi^ ffiNT, 
SHALL JOINTLY PROTECT THE TWO CIT IES, AND SHALL PREWiSNT 
PLOTS AND INSURRECTIONS FROM WITHIN AND WITHOUT. 
THE FORCES FOR SECURING VIENTIANE AND LUANG PRABANG 
ARE THE FOLLOWING: 
VIENTIANE: 
VIENTIANE GOVERNMENT SIDE - ONE BATTALION. 
PATRIOTIC FORCES SIDE - ONE BAniALION, INCLUDING 
THE EXISTING COMPANY. 
LUANG PRABANG: 
VIENTIANE GOVERNl^ lENT SIDE - TWO COMPANIES 
PATRIOTIC FORCES SIDE - TWO COMPANIES. 
FORCES rtILL BE COMTiiOLLED SEPARATELY BY EACH SIDE, 
BUT THE COMI-IAND STAFF OF THE PROCES OF THE TWO 
(17) 
SIDES MJST CCNSUU IN UNANIMITY (SIC) CCNCERIIING JOINT 
PUNS TO PROTECT THE TWO CITIES, 
D. EiC3EFT FCR THE JOINT POLICE FORCES AND THE 
PROTECTIVE FORCES CF THE TWO SIEES SPECIFIED IN ARTICIE 
10 (B) AND (C), THE ROYAL PALACE GUARD AND SOIDIERS WHO 
WORK IN MILTTART OFFICES AGREED UPON BY THE TWO SIDES IN 
THE JOINT COMMISSION TO IMPIEMENT THE AGREEMENT, OTHER 
ARMED FORCBS—SUCH AS REGULAR SOLDIERS CP ALL RANKS, 
FIELD POLICE, AND CTHER—SHALL WITHDRAW FROM WITHIN THE 
LIMITS OF THE TWO CniES AS QUICKLT AS POSSIBLE. ARTILLERY 
AND MECHANIZED UNITS MUST BE WHHDRAWAN FARTHER THAN THE 
OTHERS FROM THE TWO CITIES. THE JOINT COMMISSICaJ TO 
IMPXEMBNI THE AGREEMENT SHALL GGTERMINE THE ACTUAL WITH-
DRAWAL OF EACH CATEBORY OF THESE FORCES. ALL FULLY-ARMED 
AND PARTIALLY-ARMED FORCES WHO HAVE NO DUTY TO GUARD AND 
PROTECT LUANG PRABANG AND VIENTIANE ARE PROHIBITED MOVE-
MENT THROUGH THE TWO CITIES, EXCEPT WHEN NECESSARY TO GO 
TO THE AIRPORTS OF THE TWO CITIES IN ORDER TO GO TO, CR 
WORK IN, ANOTHER PLABEj BUT THIS MJST BE CONTROLLED BY 
THE JOINT COMMISSION TO IMPLEMENT THE AGREEMENT. 
E. NO COMBAT AIRCRAFT OF ANY KING ARE ALIXIWED IN 
THE AIR SPACE CF THE WO CITIES. 
F. THE CLOSE PROTECTION AND GUARDING OF RESIDENTIAL 
AREAS CF THE MEMBERS OF THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF 
NATIONAL UNIOI AND CF THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL 
(18) 
OF EITHER SUE IS THE RESPCWSIBIUTY CF THE FCRCES OF THAT 
SIEB, AS STIPUIATED IN (B) AND (C) ABOVE. 
G. TO PROTECT THE MAINTENANCE CP THE LIVES OB THE 
PAIRIOriC FORCES IN THE TWO CITIES, THEI ARE ALLOWED TO 
USE THEIR OWN MEANS OF TRANSPORTATICN AND SUPPLI ROUTE 
BI LAND AND AIR WILL EE DETERMINED B I THE JOINT CENTRAL 
COMMISSION TO IMPIEMENT THE A G R E E T ^ . 
H. IN THE TWO CITIES, THE PATRIOTIC FORCES SUE 
HAS SEPARATE RESIEENTIAL AND MIIITARI QUARTERS. AT THE 
AIRPORTS OF THE TWO CITIES, THE PATRIOTIC FORCES SUE 
SHALL HAVE A SPECIAL AREA FOR THEIR OWN AIRCRAFT, IN-
CHIDING QUARTERS FOR THE FORCES GUARDING THEIR AIRCRAFT. 
I. THE JOINT CENTRAL COMMISSION TO IMPIEMENT TIE 
AGREEMEaJT IS RESPONSIBIE FOR THE NEUTRALIZATION OF LUANG 
PRABANG AND VIENTIANE, AND FOR THE ESTABUSHMEHT OF JOINT 
FORCES THAT ARE SPECIFICALLr RESPONSIBIE TO SEE THAT THE 
MEA8BRES FCR THE NEOTRALiaiTICN AND SECURITY OF THE TWO 
CITIES ARE FULLY IMPLEMENTED. 
J. ALL PROVISIONS OF PART FOUR MUST BE SIMJUANEOUSLY 
IMPI£MENTED ALONG WITH THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PROVISIONAL 
GOVERNMENT CF NATIONAL UNION AND THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITI-
CAL COUNCIL. 
PART FIVE (19) 
CEASEFIRE 
ARTICIE XI 
TO IMPI£MENT THE AGKEEtENT ON THE RESTORATICai OF 
PEACE AND NATICNAL RECCKCILIATICK IN UOS, TO MAKE THE 
PEBRUART 1973 CEASEFIHE AGREEMENT TRULT EFEECTIVEU 
THROUGHOUT THE KINGDOM, ALL ARMED FORCES COMMANDS OF THE 
TWO SIBES IN UOS ARE RESPCHSIBIE FOR GIVING INSTRUCTICNS 
TO ALL UNITS OF REGULAR FORCES AND TO ARMED POLICE FORCES 
OF THEIR SIDE TO STRICTLY RESPECT AND CARRY OUT THE CEASE-
FIRE ORDERS AND TO IMPLEMENT THE AGREEMENT ON THE RESTORATION 
CF PEACE AND NATICNAL RECONCILIATION, AS WELL AS EVERY 
REIEVANT ASTICIE OF THIS PROTOCOL. 
ARTICLE XII 
TO IMPI£MENT IRTICIE 2 OF THE AGREEMENT ON THE 
RESTORATICN OF PEACE AND NATIIMAL RECONCILIATION IN LAOS, 
IN THE AREAS WHERE THERE IS FIGIfflNG BETWEEN THE TWO SIDES 
FOR CONTROL OF TERRITORY, THERE MJST BE TEMPORARY CEASEFIHE 
MARKERS EMPUCED IN ORDER TO SEPARATE THE FORCES OF THE TWO 
SIDES TO AVOID CONFRONTATIONS. THESE TEMPORARY MARKERS WILL 
BE REMOVED WHEN THE TWO SIDES ARE RECCKCIIED. 
THE TEMPORARY CEASEFIRE MARKERS ARE AS FOLLOWS; 
HOUA KHONG (NAM THA) PROVINCE 
ONE MARKER: B/IN PUNG AREA 
SAYABOURT PROVINCE (20) 
ONE MARKER: HONG SA AREA 
LUANG PRABANG PROVINCE 
THREE MARKERS: PAK OU AREA 
BO HE (PAK SEUANG) AREA 
HOUEI LONG VAI AREA 
H E N G KHOUANG PROVINCE 
SIX MLRKERS: PHOU SOUNG - NA NAN AREA 
BAN NA AREA 
AREA EAST OP SAO PHAN 
CHOM CHIANG AREA 
NUONG OM AREA 
PA DCKG AREA 
VIENTIANE PROVINCE . PAKSANE 
THBES MARKERS: PHOU SE AREA 
MUONG CAO BORIKANE AREA 
PA KA DING AREA 
KHAMM3UANE PROVINCE 
TWO MARKERS: KHOUA SOUNG HONG AREA 
KOUAN PHA VANG (ROUTE 12) AREA 
SAVANNAKHET PROVINCE 
FOUR MARKERS: BAN PHAI AREA 
NA CHAN AREA 
WEST OF PHALAVE 
(21) 
SONG KHON AREA 
SARA VANE AND WAPIKHAMTHONG PROVINCES 
TWO MARKERS: SAPHAT-BEUNGKHAM AREA 
KHONS SEDONE AREA 
SEDONE PROVDJCE/BOLOVENS 
THREE MARKERS:KENG NIAO AREA 
BAN TTOV ROUTE AREA 
BAN HOUEI PHAT (SOUTH CF LAO NGAM) AREA 
SITHANDCKE PROVINCE 
TWO MARKERS: NA LAN - PHA PHO AREA 
BAN BOUN AREA 
TCfTAL 27 MARKERS 
THE EXACT SPOT OF THE MARKERS IN THE ABOVE-MENTIONID 
AREAS WILL BE DETERMINED BY THE JOINT CENTRAL COMMISSION TO 
IMPIEMENT THE ACffiEEMENT AND THET WIIL BE RECORDED CN THE MAP 
AT THE SCAIE OF 1/250,000 THAT IS HEREWITH ATTACHED. (NCTE: 
NO REPEAT NO MAP WAS DISTRIBUTED WITH TEXTS SEPTEMBER ) 
B, IF CONSIDERED NECESSARY, THE JOINT COMMISSION 
TO IMPLEMENT THE AGREEMENT WILL ESTABULSH ADDITCML 
TEMPORARY CEAEFIRE MARKERS IN AREAS WHERE THE ARMED FCttCES 
OF THE TOO SIDES ARE IN CONFUCT AND MUST BE SEPARATED IN 
ORDER TO AVOID ANY FIGHTING THAT MIGHT OCCUR, ON THE PRINCIPIE 
OF USING THE AREAS CONTROLI£D BI EACH SIDE AS A BASIS. (22) 
WHIIE WAITING FOR THE CIEAR DETERMINATION OF THE 
TEMPORARY CEASEFIRE MARKER BY IHE JOINT COMMISSION TO IMFIE-
MENT THE AGREEMENT, LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES CF THE TWO SIDES 
MJST MEET TO DISCUSS AND FID EJECTIVE WAYS TO STOP AND 
PREVENT FIGHTING BETWEEN THE ARMED FORCES OF THE TWO SIDES. 
ARTICIE XIII 
IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE THE TOTAL AND DEFINITIVE 
IMPIEMENTATION OF THE CEASEFIRE-IN-PLACE: 
A. THE ARMED FORCES OF THE PATRICTIC FOICES SIDE, 
WHICH ARE PRESENTLY OCCUPYING AREAS CCNTROLIED BY THE 
VIENTIANE GOVERNMENT SIDE, OR THE ARMED FORCES OF THE 
VIENTIANE GOVERNMENT SIEE, WHICH ARE STATIONED IN THE AREAS 
CCMTROLIED BY THE PATRIOTIC FORCES SIDE, MUST STRICLI 
COMPLY WITH ARTICIES 2 AND 3 OF THE AGREEMENT AND RESPECT 
EACH OTHER'S AREA CF CONTROL. 
B. THE JOINT COMMISSION TO IMPLEMENT THE AGREEMENT 
WITH DETERICD® THE LIMUS OF THE AREAS CONTROLLED BY THE 
PATRIOTIC FORCES SIDE AND THE LIMITS OF THE POSITIONS CF 
THE ARMED FORCES CF THE VIENTIANE GOVER^IMENT SIDE AS 
SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH A ABOVE. 
C. THE JOIOT COMMISSICN TO IMPIEMENT THE AGREEMENT 
(23) 
WILL 4 I £ 0 DETERMINE THE ROUTES OF COMUNICATION TO FACILITATE 
TRANSPORTATION AND SUPPLY OF THE AREAS CONTROLLED BY 
THE PATRIOTIC FORCES SIDE WITHIN THE ZONE CONTROLLED BY 
THE VIENTIANE GOVERNMENT SIDE AND DETERMINE THE AIR SUPPLY 
ROUTES TO THE POSITIONS ON THE ARMED FORCES OF THE VIENTIANE 
GOiSffiRNl-lENT SIDE THROUGH THE AREAS CONTROLLED BY THE PATRIOTIC 
FORCES SIDE. 
D. BOTH SIDES AGREE TO RESTORE THE MOVEMENT OF THE 
PEOPIE ALONG UND AND WATER ROUTES; FOR INSTANCE ROUTE 13 AND 
THE MEKONG RIVER OVER STREICHES UNDER EACH SIDES» CONTROL 
SMLTANEOUSLY WITH THE MPROVEMENT OF THE SITUATION THROUGH-
OUT THE COUNTRY. THE JOINT COimSSION TO IMPLEi»4ENT THE 
AGREEMENT WILL TAKE THIS PROBLEM UNDER CONSIDERATION. 
ARTICLE XIV 
TO IMPIEi'fflNT ARTICLES 2 AND 3 OF THE AGREEMENT, BE-
GINNING ON THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE CEASEFIRE: 
A . MILITARY MOVEMENTS AND MOVEMENTS OF MILITARY 
PERSONNEL WHICH CONSTITUTE MOSTILE ACTS, INCLUDING 
BANDITRY SUBPRESSION,. ARMED ACTIVITY, AND ESPIONAGE 
ON LAND AND BY AIR BY ONE SIDE WITH THE INTENTION TO 
ATTACK DESTROY, ANNEX, V IOUTE OR THREATEN TO VIOLATE 
THE ZONE OF THE OTHER SIDE ARE FORBIODEN. 
B. MOVEl^NTS BY AIR FORCES INCLUDING RECONNAISSANCE 
AND SUPPLY FLIGHTS BY ONE SIDE WHICH VIOLATE THE AIR SPACE 
(24) 
OF THE OTHER SIDE'S ZONE, ARE FORBIDDEB UNTIL THE DETERMINA-
TION OF THE ROUTE HAS BEEN MADE OFFIICIALLY AND I N CASE 
SUPPLY FLIGHTS OF FOCDSTFFS FOR ONE SIDE MUST PASS THROUGH 
THE AIR SPACE UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE OTHER SIDE, THE 
JOINT COMl-aSSION TO Ii-IPI£MENT THE AGREEMENT WILL DETERMINE 
PLIGHT PATH FOR EACH FLIGHT. 
C. IT IS FORBIDDEN TO USE ARi^D FORCES, INCLUDING 
ARMED POLICE, TO ATTACK, SUPPBESS, THREATEN, TAKE REVENGE, 
OR TAKE DISCRIMLNATiDRY ACTION AGAINST PERSONS WHO HAVE 
COOPERATED WITH THE OPPOSITE SIDE DURING THE WAR, OR TD, 
ENDANGER THE LIVES, PROPERTIES AND DEI40CRATIC RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE. 
PART SIX 
WITHDRAWAL OF FOREIGN TROOPS AND MILITARY PERSONNEL FROM LASO 
ARTICLE XV 
TO li^LEMlNT ARTICLE 1 ( B ) , ARTICLE 2 ( A ) , AND ARTICLE 
4 OF THE AGREEi^ENT: 
A. ALL TROOPS AND MILITARY PERSONNEL OF FOREIGN 
COUNTHES, INCLUDING THOSE WHO ARE HIDDEN IN EMBASSIES AND 
CONSUUTES OF VARIOUS COUNTRIES IN LASO, EXCEPT FOR THOSE 
ON THE LISTS OF EMBASSIES RECOGNIZED BY THE PROVISIONAL 
GOVERNi^ ENT OF NATIONAL Ul^IION, MST LEAVE LAOS, 
B. THE JOINT COmSSION TO Ii4PI£i>dEIfr THE AGREEl'fflNT 
(25) 
WILL PREPARE A P U N FCR THE WITHDRAWAl FROM LAOS OF TROOPS 
AND MILITARY PERSONNEL OF FOREIGH COUNTRIES, EXCEPT FOR 
THOSE PROVIDED FOR IN THE 1954 AND 196aiGENE;VA ACCORDS ON 
LAOS. THIS PLAN WILL BE DIVIDED INTO THREE STAGES. EACH 
SIAGE WILL BE 20 DAYS APRRT AND ALL MUST BE COMPIETED NO 
UTER THAN 60 DAYS COUNTING FROM THE DATE OF ESTABLISHMENT 
OF THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT (F NATIONAL UNION AND THE 
JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL. 
ARTICI£ XVI 
A. TO I14PLEMENT ARTICLE 3 ( D ) OF THE AGREEMENT, 
IT IS ABSOLUTELY FORBIDDEH FOR MILITARY FORCES OF EITHER 
SIDE TO RECEIVE ARMS AND WAR MATERIAL OF ANY KIND FROM 
FOREIGN COUNTRIES. IN CASE IT IS NECESSARY TO REPUCE 
DAMAGED Ca WORN-OUT WEAPONS OR WAR MATERIAL, BOTH SIDES 
MUST CONSU;.T AND ARRIVE AT AN AGREEMENT. 
B. THE PROVISIONAL GOSffiRNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION 
OR THE DEFINITIVE GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION, MUST, WHEN 
I T IS UNANIMOUSLY AGREED BY BOTH SIDES, STRICTLY IMPLEMENT 
THE PROVISIONS OF THE 1954 AND 1972. GENEVA ACCORDS CN 
U O S , OF FOREIGN MILITARY lERSONNEL, REGULAR AND IRREGULAR, 
OR OF WEAPONS AND WAR MATERIAL. 
C. FOREIGN COUNTRIES ARE ABSOLUTELY NOT PERMITTED 
TO USE THE TERRITORY OF THE KINODOM OF LAOS TO INTERFERE 
(26) 
IN THE AFFAIRS OF OTHER COUNTRIES. 
ARTICLE X V n 
TO IMPLEl'MT ARTICLE 4 OF THE AGREMNT: 
"SPECIAL FORCES"^  THAT ARE ORGANIZED, EQUIPPED, TRAINED, 
AND CtflI«lANDED BY FOREIGNERS MJST BE DISBANDED; ALL BASES, 
MILITARY INSTALLATIONS AND POSITIONS OF THESE FORCES i4UST 
BE COMPIETELT DISMNTLED. THE JOINT COMMISSION TO IMPI^^t 
i'ffiNT THE AGREEMENT WILL DRAW UP PUNS TO DISBAND THESE 
SPECIAL FORCES AND DISMANTI£ THE BASES, MILITARY I N S T A L U -
TIONS AND POSITIONS OF THESE FORCES. THESE PLANS MUST BE 
COi^ PLETED WITHIN A REASONABLE PERIOD OF TLffi TO BE ESTABLISHED 
BY THE JOINT COMMISSION TO IMPLEMENT THE AGREEi)®:NT. 
PABX SEVEN 
RETURN OF SOLDIERS AND CIVILIAN PERSONNEL CAPTURED AND 
IMPRISCMED DURING THE WAR AND SEARCH FOR PERSONS 
iflSSING IN THE WAR 
PART SEVEN 
RETURN OF SOI^IERS AND CIVILIAN PERSONNEL CAPTURED AND IMPRISONED 
DURING THE WAR AND SEARCH FOR PERSONS MISSING IN THE WAR 
ARTICLE X I I I 
A. THE RETURN OF ALL PERSONS REGARDIESS OF 
NATIONALITY THAT WERE CAPTURED AND Ii-iPRISONED FOR COOPERA-
TING WITH THE OTHER SIDE DURING THE WAR WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED 
I N THREE STAGES AND COi^ lPLETED AT THE SAME TI l^l AS THE 
WITHDRAWAL OF FOREIGN TROOPS AND MILITARY PERSONNEL. 
B. THE RETURN OF PRISONERS AT EACH STAGE FROM 
EACH SIDE WILL BE REPORTED BY NUMBER OF PERSONS (TC BE 
RETURNED) BY GROUPING, LOCATION AND TIME TO JOINT 
COMi^ISSION TO Ii^I£i4ENT THE AGREEMENT FORTY-
EIGHT(48) HOURS IN ADVANCE. 
C. WITHIN 15 TO 30 DAYS, COUNTING FROM THE DATE 
OF SIGNING OF THIS PROTOCOL, EACH SIDE WILL REPORT THE 
NUMBER OF THOSE CAPTURED AND I.lPRISONED TO THE JOINT 
COMMISSION TO Ii^LEMENT THE AGREEMENT, INDICATING 
NATIONALITY AND WHETHER MILITARY OR CIVILIAN, TOGETHER 
k I^TH A LIST OF NA14ES OF THOSE WHO DEID IN CAPTIVITY. 
D. AFTER THEY RETURN OF THE PRISONERS IS COMPLETED. 
EACH SIDE MUST REPORT AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE TO THE JOINT 
COiiiflSSION TO MPLEMENT THE AGREEl^NT INFORi«ftTION IT IS ABLE 
TO OBTAIN ABOUT PERSONS MISSING DURING THE WAR REGARDLESS 
OF NATIONALITY. 
E . THE RETURN OF THOSE CAPTURED AND IMPRISONED 
DURING THE WAR AND THE GATHERING OF INFORMATION THAT 
EACH SIDE WILL SUBMIT ABOUT THE PERSONS MSSING DURING 
THE WAR IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE JOINT CCMICCSSION TO 
I M P L E m T THE AGREEMENT. 
iJHEN BOTH SIDES IN THE JOINT COMISSION TO IMPLEi^ lENT 
THE AGREEMENT BELIEVE I T NECESSARY, THEY MAY REQUEST ASSISTANCE 
FROM AND INTERNATIONAL COIMISSION ( S I C ) . (NOTE: BOTH LPF AND 
RLG FRENCH TEXTS STIPUUTE THE INTERNATIONAL COMiCESSION FOR 
CONTROL AND SURVELLANCE. ) 
(27) 
PART EIGHT 
ASSISTANCE TO EEBPLE WHO HAD TO FLEE DURING THE WAR 
ARTICLE X a 
TO BlPLEl^NT THE LAST PART OF ARTICLE 3 (C ) OF 
THE AGREEMENT, THE VIENTIANE GOVERNMENT SIDE AND THE 
PATRIOTIC FORCES SIDE HAVE AGREED TO ANNOUNCE THAT THE 
PEOPLE WHO HAD TO PLEE DURING THE WAR HAVE THE RIGHT TO 
CHOOSE WHETHER THEY WISH TO STAY WHERE THEY ARE OR FREELY 
TO RETURN TO THEIR OLD VILUGES WITHOUT ANYONE EXERCISING 
THIS AUTHORITY TO THREATEN OR HINDER THEM IN ANY WAY. BOTH 
SIDES WILL USE EVERY MEANS TO THE BEST OF THEIR ABILITY 
TO HELP THEM TO REMAIN WHERE THEY ARE OR RETURN TO THEIR 
OLD VILLAGES EASILY IN ORDER TO EARN A LIVING AND HAVE 
THEIR LIVING CONDITIONS RETURN TO NORMAL AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBIE, 
ARTICLE XX 
THE JOINT COMMISSION TO IMPLEMENT THE AGREEMENT 
WILL ESTABLISH JOINT GROUPS EXPLICITLY RESPONSIBIE FOR THIS 
PROBIEM TO COOPERATE WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PROVISIONAL 
GOVERNi^ CNT OF NATIONAL UNION AND THE JOINT NATIONAL 
POLITICAL COUNCIL I N HOLDING LOCAL CONSULTATIONS SEEKING 
EFFECTIVE WAYS TO APPROPRIATELY MEET THE PEOPLE !S DESIRES 
AND HELP TO CREATE FAVORABLE CONDITIONS FOR THEM TO STAY 
WHERE THEY ARE fiE RETURN TO THEIR OLD VILLAGES AND HAVE 
THEIR LIVING CONDITIONS RETURN TO NORMAL AND RAPIDLY Il^ROVE. 
(28) 
(29) 
PART NINE 
CONCERNING THE ESTABLISHJ)1ENT AND THE Ii>lPLEIlENTATION OF 
THE AGREEMENT, THE SUPERVISION OF INSPECTION AND OTHER L I T E R S . 
ARTICLE XXI 
A. ACCORDING TO ARTICLE 11 OF THE AGREEMENT, THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE AGREEMENT AND OF T l I S PROTOCOL IS 
THE PRimRY RESPONSIBILITY OF TWO lAO PARTIES. BOIH PARTIES 
AGREE TO ESTABLISH A JOINT COi^lISSION TO li^LEMEMT THE 
AGREEl^NT AT VIENTIANE, CALLED IN ABBRF.VIATED FORM, THE 
JOINT CENTRAL COitOTTEE. 
B. THE JOINT CENTRAL COi^MITTEE HAS THE DUTY OF 
CORRDINATING THE WORK BETWEEN THE TWO PARTIES I N IMPLEMENTING 
AND ADVISING IN THE IMPIEMENTATION OF THE ARTICLES 
OF THE AGREEl^NT ON THE RESTORATION OF PEACE AND 
RECONCILIATION AND OF THE ARTICLES OF THIS PROTOCOL, 
SPECIFIED AS FOLLOWS: 
-THE ARTICLES CONCERNING THE NEUTRALIZATION OF 
LUANG F U m m AND VIENTIANE: THE ARTICLES CONCERNING 
THE CEASEFIRE; THE ARTICLES CONCERNING THE WITHDRAWAL 
OF FOREIGN TROOPS AND MILITARY PERSONNEL FROM LAOS: 
-THE ARTICLES CONCERNING THE PROHIBITION ON THE 
INTRODUCTION OF FOREIGN TROOPS, MILITARY PERSONNEL, 
WEAPONS AND OTHER WAR MATERIAL INTO LAOS, AND BTHER 
ARTICLES CONCERNING MILITARY AFFAIRS. 
(30) 
-ARTICLES CONCERNING IMPLEJjlENTING THE FEOPIES' 
DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS TO FREEDOM: CONCERNING NORMAL REUTIONS 
BETWEEN THE TWO AREAS: AND THOSE CONCERNING THE PROHIBITION 
OF REPRISAL AND REVENGE AGAINST THOSE WHO COOPERATED WITH 
THE OTHER SIDE DURING THE WAR: AND 
-ARTICIES CONCERNING AIDING WAR REFUGEES IS RETURNING 
TO THEIR F0RI4ER VILLAGES AND OTHER MATTERS. 
THE JOINT coi l iISS ION TO IMPLEi^NT THE AGREEMENT HAS THE DUTY 
TO TRACE, SEARCH OUT, INVESTIGATE AND CORRECT VIOUTIONS OF 
THE ARTICLES OF THE AGREEMENT AND OF THIS PROTOCOL. 
THE JOINT COMt'llSSION TO II^ffLEMENT THE AGREEi'lENT ALSO HAS 
THE DUTY OF COORDINATING THE TWO SIDES IN li^LEMENTIM) AND 
ADVISING ON THE IMPLEi^NTATION OF THE AGREEI®JT FOLLOWING THE 
OTHER GUIDELINES TO WHICH BOTH SIDES HAVE AGREED. 
C. THE JOINT C0I>1MISSI0N TO Il^PLEMENT THE AGREEMENT CONSISTS 
OF AN EQUAL NUMBER OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE TWO SIDES. , THE 
GROUP OF REPRESENTATIVES OF EACH SIDE HAS ONE CHIEF, ONE 
DEPUTY CHIEF, AND FIVE OTHER MEMBERS. 
D. THE NUi'lBER OF ASSISTANTS, SPECIALISTS AND SECURITY 
PERSONNEL FOR EACH GROUP OF REPRESENTATIVES FCR EACH SIDE 
WHO ARE ASSIGNED TO THE JOINT COMiflSSION TO li^LEMENT 
THE AGREEMENT SHOULD NCT EXCEED ONE HUNDRED. 
ARTICLE X X I I 
A. DEFENDINGAON THE REQUIREi^TS OF li^PLEMENTING 
(31) 
THE AGREEMEIW, THE JOINT COM'lISSION TO INPI£j4ENT THE AGREEMENT 
WILL ESTABLISH JOINT MOBIIE GROUPS. 
B. IN AGCORDANCE kVIT H ARTICLE 10 OF THE PROTOCOL, 
THE JOINT COi#lISSION TO IMPLEl\lENT THE AGREEl^NT v^ILL ESTABLISH 
a m JOINT GROUPS RESPONSIBLE SPECIALLY FOR THE NEUTRALIZATION OF 
LUANG PRABANG AND VIENTIANE: THE JOINT GROUP RESONSIBIE 
FOR EACH C I T I WILL BE ASSIGNED TO THAT CTIY. 
C. EACH OF THE ABOVE-i^NTIONED JOINT GROUPS WILL 
CONSIST OF AN EQUAL NUMBER OF REPRESENTATIVES FROi'l EACH 
SIDE—THAT IS THREE PEOPI£ FROM EACH SIDE, ONE OF WHOM 
IS THE CHIEF. (NOl'E: FROM LAO OR FRENCH TEXTS, UNCLEAR 
WHETHER I T ' S EACH SIDE OR EACH CONCESSION WHICH IS TO HAVE 
A CHIEF.) 
D. THE NUMBER OF ASSISTANTS AND SECURITY PERSONNEL 
FOR EACH SIDE FOR EACH JOINT GROUP CANNOT EXCEED 20 
FEOPLE FOR EACH SIDE. 
ARTICLE X X I I I 
A. THE JOINT COMGSSION TO Ii4PLEMENT THE AGREEMENT 
AND THE VARIOUS JOINT GROUPS WILL OPERATE ACCORDING TO 
PRINCIPIES OR CONSULTATION UNTIL THEY REACH UNANIiCLTY, IN 
THE SPIRIT OF EQUALITY AND i^ lUTUAL RESPECT. IN THE EVENT 
OF NOT REACHING UNANMTY, EACH SIDE WILL REPORT TO THE 
SUPREi'ffi HEAD OF HIS SIDE ON HIS EEPRESENTATIVE IN ORDER TO 
(32) 
FIND THE MEANS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM PROMPTLY. 
B. THE JOINT COiMESSION TO IMPLEMENT TfE AGREEMENT 
AND THE JOINT GROUPS (UNITS) W l l i MEET TOGETHER AT REGUUE 
SiECIFIED Tli'fflS. THE REPRESENTATIVES OF EACH SIDE I N THE 
JOINT COiliyttSSION TU IMPLE1>4ENT THE AGHEEi^NT AND I N THE 
VARIOUS JOINT GROUPS HAVE THE RIGHT TO CALL SPECIAL 
l^ffiETINGS OF THE JOINT COIMESSION TO Ii^PLElffiMT THE AGREE-
i-lENT AND OF THE VARIOUS JOINT GROUPS I N ORDER TO CONSULT ON 
i^ EASURES TO I'ffiET THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE SITUATILN PROMPTLY. 
ARTICLE XX I 
A. BOTH SIDES HAVE THE RESPONSIBLITY OF GUARANTEE-
ING THE SAFETY, AND OF ASSISTING I N PROVIDING FCR THE 
CONVENIENCE OF THE JOINT COM^SSION TO IMPIEMENT THE AGREE-
MENT AND OF OTHER JOINT GROUPS v/HILE CARRYING OUT THEIR 
DUTIES. WHEN THE JOINT COi#lISSION TO IMPIEivENT THE AGREE-
MENT AND THE VARIOUS JOINT GROUPS k/HICH ARE ESTABLISHED 
MOVE WITHIN THE AREAS OF INSPECTION OF A SIDE, THAT SIDE 
HAS THE DUTY OF BEIHB ABSOLUTELY RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR 
SAFELY AND, I N ADDITION TO THAT, FOR BEING RESPONSIBIE FOR 
HOUSING, VARIOUS SUPPLIES, OR NECESSARY m N S OF TRAIC-
PORTATION AND FACILITIES FOR WORK, AND CREATING ALL 
CONVENIENT CONDITIONS FOR THEIR WORK AND LIVING 
B. THE JOINT COi'MISSION TO INPLEMENT THE AGREEMENT 
AND THE VARIOUS JOINT GROUPS, THE STAFF OF THE COMMISSION 
AND THE VARIOUS JOINT GROUPS HAVE ALL THE SAl^ PRIVILEGES 
(33) 
AND EXEi'ffTIONS AS DIPLOi'jATS AND DIPLOMTIC lERSONNEL 
WHII£ CARRYING OUT THEIR DUTIES. THE PERSONNEL OF THE 
JOINT C0M>1ISSI0N TO Il^IPLEl^NT THE AGRHEi^NT AND THE 
VARIOUS JOINT GROUPS HAVE THE RIGHT TO TRAVEL TO IffilT 
WITH THE PEOPLE AND TO i>lEET WITH REPORTERS FREELY. 
C. THE PERSONNEL OF EACH SIDE IN THE JOINT COrdMISSION 
TO Il^LEHENT THE AGREEMENT ANi; iN THE VARIOUS JOINT GROUPS 
HAVE THE RIGHT TO CARRY PISTOLS, WEAR UNIFORMS AND 
THE SPECIAL INSIGNIA OF THEIR SIDES. BESIDES THAT, THEY 
WILL BEAR A SPECIAL COMI«N INSIGNIA WHICH WILL BE 
DESIGNATED BY THE JOINT COi>lil[SSION TO IiffLEMENT THE AGREE-
MENT. WHILE CARRYING OUT THEIR DUTIES, THE SECURITY FORCES 
OF EACH SIDE IN THE JOINT COi^MISSION TO liCLEMENT THE 
AGREEi-ENT AND IN THE VARIOUS JOINT GROUPS HAVE THE RIGHT 
TO CARRY NECESSARY WEAPONS ACCORDING TO THE AGREEMENT OF 
THE JOINT COMi-aSSION TO IMPLEMENT THE AGREEMENT. 
ARTICLE XXV 
I N ACCORDANCE WITH ARTICLE 1 2 OF THE AGREEMENT,;THE 
INTERNATIONAL COMiflSSION (NOTE: HERE AND FOLLOWING IN 
LAO TEXT THIS APPEARS AS IN ARTICLE X V I I I E , BUT 
HEfiEAFIER WE TRANSUTE AS ICC) WILL CONTINUE ITS OPERATION 
THROUGH CLOSE COORDINATION AND COOPERATION WITH THE JOINT 
COi^ >'JISSION TO l i^LEi^NT THE AGREEiyENT WITHIN THE LIllLTS OF 
ITS RIGHTS AND DUTIES AND ITS PRINCIPLES OF OPEMTION 
DEFINED IN THE PROTOCOL OF THE GENEVA ACCORDS OF 1962 
I N REGARD TO LAOS. 
(34) 
A. THE ICC V/ILL CARRY OUT ITS DUTIES IN THE SUPER-
VISION AND INSPECTION OF THE CEASEFIRE IN UOS kJITH THE 
AGREEMENT OF BOTH PARTIES IN UOS, BECAUSE THE IMPIE-
i^NTATION OF THE CEASEFIliE IS THE RESPONSIBLITY OF 
BOTH PARTIES I N U C S . THE ICC PERFORM ITS DUTIES 
I N THE SUPERVISION AND INSPECTION OF THE CEASEFIRE I N 
CLOSE COOPERATION wflTH THE JOINT COi-liyllSSION TO IMPIEMENT 
THE AGREEi^NT WITHIN THE GUIDELINES DEFINED BY THE ARTICLES 
RELATING TO THE CEASEFIRE WHICH THE TWO SIDES HAVE AGREED 
UPON ALREADY. 
B. THE ICC WILL SUPERVISE AND INSPECT THE WITHDRAWAL 
OF FOREIGN TROOPS AND MLLITARY PERSONNEL FROM LAOS. THE 
INSPECTION TEAI>e OF THE ICC WHICH HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED 
FOR THE ABOVE PURPOSE WILL BE PRESENT AT THE PLACE OF 
TROOP WITHDRAWAL IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DAY AND Tli'lE OF 
WHICH THE JOINT C014MISSI0N TO IMPLEMENT THE AGREEMENT SHALL 
INFORl^ l THEM AT LEAST 4 8 HOURS IN ADVANCE. 
C. EHE ICC WILL INVESTIGATE CASES WHERE THERE IS 
SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO CONFIRM THAT THERE HAS BEEN A 
VIOLATION OF ARTICLE 2 (A) AND (B) AND ARTICLE 3 (D ) OF 
THE AGREEi«T WITH THE AGREEI^NT OR JOINT REQUEST OF 
BOTH SIDES OF THE JOINT COiMESSION TO IMPLEMENT THE ftGREEMENT. 
D. THE ICC WILL OPERATE ACCORDING TO ITS RIGHTS 
AND DUTIES AS DEFINED IN THE PROTOCOL TO THE GENEVA 
ACCORDS OF 1962 RELATING TO LAOS AND AS FURTHER CLARIFIED 
IN ARTICLE 25 ( A ) , (B) AND (C) OF THIS PROTOCOL IN CLOSE 
(35) 
COOPERATION WITH THE JOINT CO.'ll>ffSSION TO Ii^LEl4ENT THE 
AGREEJ!4ENT. WHILE THE ICC IB EEREOiCENG ITS DUTIES, 
ADi^NISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES AT ALL LEVELS IN THE AREAS 
ADillNISTEHED BY EACH SIDE I N LAOS MUST AID IN EVERY WAY 
THE ICC AND THE VARIOUS INSPECTION TEAiC OF THE ICC IH 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE CONDITIONS PERTAINING TO THEM AND 
USE ALL MEANS NECESSARY TO GUARANTEE THE SAFETY OF THE 
ICC OR THE VARiaTS INSPECTION TEAi^ OF THE ICC DURING 
THE PERFORMNCE OF THEIR DUTIES. 
E . FURTHERl'lORE, THE ICC SHALL PROVIDE THE NECESSARY 
ASSISTANCE AND COOPERATION TO THE TWO LAO PARTIES IN OTHER 
WORK USEFUL IN Ii>IPLEl^NTING THE AGREEl-lENT, PROMOTING PEACE 
AND NATIONAL RECONCILIATION IN LAOS IN RESPONSE TO THE 
UNANIMOUS RBr^UEST OF THE JOINT COMICLSSION TO Ii"IPLEMENT 
THE AGREEMENT. 
ARTICLE XKVI 
BOTH PARTIES SHALL ENCOURAGE THE PROVISIONAL GOVERN-
MENT OF NATIONAL UNION TO l i^LEi^NT SUCCESSFULLY ARTICLE 
10 (C) OF THE VIENTIANE AGREEMENT OF FEBRUARY 21, 1973. 
ARTICLE XXVI I 
BOTH PARTIES HAVE PROMISED TO II^ IPLEl^ lENT THE AGREE-
MENT IN REflARD TO PROMOTING PEACE AND NATIONAL RECONCILIA-
TION IN LAOS AND TO IMPLEMENT STRICTLY THIS PROTOCOL AND 
SHALL CONTINUE TO CONSULT TOGETHER I N REGARD TO TRU AND 
(36) 
SINCERE PROCEDURES FOR THE Il^IEMENTATION OF AIL ARTICLES 
WHICH HAVE BEEN SIGNED AND FOR PREVENTING AND CORRECTING 
VIOLATIONS OF THE AGREEMENT AND OF THIS PROTOCOL PROMPTLY 
AND PROPERLY, AND AT THE SAME TIME CONTINUE TO CONSULT 
AND ADVISE TO SOLVE APPROPRIATELY PROBLEMS WHICH STILL 
REMAIN IN THE SPIRIT OF EQUALITY AND WITH MUTUAL RESPECT 
AND IN CONCORD. 
ARTICI£ X X V I I I 
THIS PROTOCOL I S EFFECTIVE BEGINNING FROM THE DATE 
OF SIGNING. 
DONE: AT VIENTIANE, SEPTElffiER 14, 1973, IN FIVE COPIES 
IN U O j ONE COPY SUBULTJED TO HIS MAJESTY THE KINGj EACH 
SIHE RETAINING ONE COPY; AND ONE COPY KEPT IN THE ARCHIVES 
OF THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL UNION AND ONE IN 
THE ARCHIVES OF THE JOINT NATIONAL POLITICAL COUNCIL. 
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE VIENTIANE GOVERNMENT SIDE 
PHAGNA PHENG PHOUGSAVAN 
SPECIAL PLENIPOTENTIARY 
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE VIENTIANE GOVERNMENT 
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE PATRIOTIC FORCES SIDE 
PHAGNA PHOUMI VONGVICHIT 
(37) 
SIECIAL PLENIPOTENTIARY 
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE PATRIOTIC FORCES 
HEAD OF THE DELEGATION OF THE VIENTIANE GOVERNMENT SIDE 
PHAGNA NGON SAVANIKONE 
HEAD OF THE DELEGATION OF THE PATRIOTIC FORCES SIDE 
PHOUN SIERASEUTH 
